CrossTimbers™ –
The Better Building Boards™
Elk CrossTimbers decking stays beautiful longer
– a more durable alternative to treated

with unmatched beauty, reliability and

lumber and other composite decking and fencing.

protection. And a name that means quality

Its unique composition yields superior strength,

and confidence.

treated wood, no staining or sealing is required.
Elk stands behind CrossTimbers with a 20-year
limited warranty.* CrossTimbers is available
in five colors designed to age with a rich, natural

ask for Elk.

The rich colors of the natural environment.
Innovative product design. Building products

longevity and dimensional stability and, unlike

for peace of mind,

The name you can trust.

Elk builds peace of mind into everything that
we make – from industry-leading roofing products
to advanced composite fencing and decking.
For peace of mind, ask for Elk.

patina. Elk RailWays™ deck railing systems offer
high-quality, decorative deck accessories for more

Domain® Winslow® Shadow Gray

creative options, featuring the Traditional
and Old World Series.

Products you can count on.

Visit elkcorp.com for color examples and
more information.

Readers of Builder magazine recently named

*See product limited warranty for more details.

Elk premium shingles “Best Quality” in the
roofing category for the eighth consecutive year.*
Renowned for the dimension and beauty of an
Elk roof, we continue to be a quality leader with
advances like the Elk Cool Color Series, the first
energy-efficient laminated asphalt shingle available
in a selection of beautiful earth-tone colors.
Elk CrossTimbers™ composite decking and fencing
delivers superior strength, longevity, and flexible
Prestique Gallery

ask for Elk.

from roof to deck

®

Collection™

Sienna Sunset

design options for a more beautiful, longer-lasting
deck or fence. Elk RailWays™ deck railing systems
offer high-quality, decorative deck accessories for a
finished look.
Visit elkcorp.com today for more information on
the full range of Elk building products or to find a
contractor near you.

CrossTimbers Weatheredwood

Prestique Cool Weatheredwood
®

*Source: Builder magazine and Readex.

The legendary beauty
and strength of an
Elk roof

Elk shingles

Elk’s family of shingles adds beauty and depth

PRESTIQUE® shingles offer a
rich dimensional appearance that
adds depth and texture to a
home’s roof.

to your home – plus Elk’s renowned quality,
durability and protection. An Elk roof offers a
wide range of striking, dimensional styles and

PRESTIQUE GRANDÉ
combines the beauty of Prestique
with a dramatic, large-scale
shingle that’s 40% bigger than
standard shingles.

colors to complement any home’s architecture.
Plus, the strength of Elk stands behind each Elk
roof, with top UL® wind-resistance and Class
“A” fire ratings, plus some of the best warranties
in the business.*

PRESTIQUE GALLERY
COLLECTION™ was
created in collaboration with
internationally-acclaimed artist
Bart Forbes.

When used in conjunction with other Elk roof
accessories for a complete Elk roof, Elk shingles
create a total roof system that delivers outstanding

Capstone Moss Rose

beauty and protection against wind and moisture,

DOMAIN WINSLOW has a
bold, wood-shake appearance
that creates natural warmth and
character for homes and steepslope buildings.
®

the security of buying from a single source and
increased Umbrella Coverage on the shingles
to seven years.*

®

CAPSTONE® is dramatic and
beautiful, recreating the classic
appearance of a slate roof.

Elk’s leadership in

PRESTIQUE COOL COLOR
SERIES is the first energyefficient “cool” asphalt shingle
offered in a palette of rich,
organic colors other than white.

quality, history of product
innovation, and proven
manufacturing excellence
add up to peace of mind

RAISED PROFILE® shingles
create a warm, authentic woodlike appearance with deep
dimension and coloration.

for homeowners.

Prestique Grandé High Definition Weatheredwood

*See product limited warranty for more details.

Raised Profile Forest Green
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